C. F. A. Voysey (1857-1941)

English architect and designer Charles F.A. Voysey produced a wide range of textiles and other patterns over a career spanning 50 years. His style, characterized by bold repeats, natural forms, flat tints of colour and a pared back simplicity, is quickly identifiable. Crafters will delight in his patterns, which retain their original freshness today.

For this collection, Voysey’s love of nature and preferred color palette take center stage. Drawing on original artwork from the V&A, the rich colour is slightly muted yet still true to the craftsman’s vision. The mix of bold with simple prints makes a perfect collection that will never go out of style.
Fabric Requirements

- Voysey Prints – 1 F8 Bundle. Select 28 prints for the bundle.
- Background – Spotted by Zen Chic – 1660 18 – 3½ yards.
- Backing – 4½ yards.

Also needed for quick and accurate block preparation:
the Bloc-Loc Half Rectangle Triangle Ruler (Stock # HRT2 1LG)

Cutting

From each F8, cut 4 – 4½"x9" rectangles.
Total: 112 – 4½"x9" rectangles.
From the background, cut 13 – 9"xWOF strips.
From each strip, cut 9 – 4½" x 9" rectangles.
Total: 112 – 4½"x9" rectangles.

From each F8, cut 4 – 4½”x9” rectangles.
Total: 112 – 4½”x9” rectangles.

Cutting the Rectangles

Cut each of the 4½” x 9” rectangles once on the diagonal, as shown.

Make sure to cut every rectangle in the same direction.

Note: Fabrics can be stacked for cutting but the fabrics must ALL be right side up. Rectangles that are cut in the opposite direction will not make the same unit – it will make a mirror or reversed image.

Assemble Units

Every pair of rectangles – one print & one background – will make two matching HTR units. Total: 220.

Every pair of rectangles – one print & one background – will make two matching HTR units. Total: 220.

Press seams in one direction.
Using the Bloc Loc Half Rectangle Ruler follow the video directions listed below to trim half rectangles using the B ruler.

Trim to measure 4"x7½". Make 220.

Layer, Quilt and Bind.

http://blocloc.com/video-tutorials-new